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Detective John Stone of the NYPD has the best arrest record in the 43rd precinct. But hes a dinosaur who
belongs to another age. Detective Carmen Dehan has such a bad attitude that nobody at the precinct can

stomach her. Captain Jennifer Cuevas wants them both out of the way and thinks they make a perfect pair. So
she gives them the Cold Cases file - the cases nobody gives a damn about.She has no idea just how hot a cold
case can get.Ten years back Nelson Hernandez and his four cousins were playing poker in a dive at Hunts

Point. Somebody came in, blew them away and beheaded and castrated Nelson, leaving his head and his balls
on the table. There was no shortage of suspects, the Jersey Mob, the Triads from Manhattan, or the 43rds own
bent cop, Mick Harragan. But nobody was ever charged, and the night of the murder Mick Harragan went
missing with Nelson's wife, Maria.Now Stone and Dehan plan to find him - whatever the consequences...

AN ACE AND A PAIR DEAD COLD SERIES BOOK 1 Detective John Stone of the NYPD has the best arrest
record in the 43rd precinct. Free shipping. Assembled Product Dimensions L x W x H 9.00 x 6.00 x 1.50

Inches.

Ace And

Detective John Stone of the NYPD has the best arrest record in the 43rd precinct. But hes a dinosaur who
belongs to another age. For example a pair of twos will beat an Ace. Each player has roughly a 50 chance of
winning the hand. WITH THREEOFAKIND Place complete hand in back pair in front. Assembled Product
Dimensions L x W x H 9.00 x 6.00 x 1.50 Inches. The cards are ranked from high to low Ace King Queen

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=An Ace and a Pair


Jack 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 Ace. The two detectives are wanted out of the precinct by their captain as she thinks
Stone is a dinosaur and Deehan has a reputation of being a maverick and difficult to work with so she puts
them in charge of the Cold Case files. If you have two different pairs in your hand then you have two pair.

Entering the game with a pair of pocket aces is quite simple it is much more difficult to enter the game with a
weaker. I got my copy via Amazon I believe it is print to. From the Publisher. We hope to have it completed

as soon as possible.
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